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Welcome to Baptize All Nations. I'm your host Michael Miller.
The goal of evangelization is to bring people into an authentic relationship with Christ. 
In previous episodes we've looked at the potential pitfalls of not understanding what an authentic 
relationship with Christ truly is. 
It is a corporate relationship, accepting all that Christ taught us through the Church.
People are made in the image and likeness of God, so they're rational, intelligent, compassionate and 
capable of love. 
But we're also tainted by original sin, so we're irrational, foolish, prideful and capable of really stupid 
things.
When evangelizing, we have to keep in mind people are not machines devoid of emotion and 
preconceptions. 
If we don't remember this, we run the risk of telling them the truth, and having them reject it 
because of the way we say it.
Each person's different and has had different experiences, and will have different reasons for rejecting
or not accepting the faith. 
Maybe the person never heard the faith proclaimed effectively.
Maybe the person has emotional, intellectual, or moral objections. 
Or maybe the person has odd misconceptions about the faith, or a personal experience that colors 
their attitude.
These things must be respected.
For example, it's no good to make the very best argument for why the Church is right on birth 
control and sex before marriage, when the reason a person doesn't adhere to the teaching, is because 
he's cohabiting with his girlfriend. 
He might very well accept the teaching of the Church intellectually, but the erotic charms of his 
paramour are the obstacle to him living the faith, not rejection of the doctrine.
In the same way, one can't dismiss or ignore an unpleasant experience with the faith, or gloss over a 
misunderstanding about teaching. 
People want their experiences and emotions to be treated with respect.
If they aren't, then they won't listen to you and your evangelization efforts with that person will fail.
Of course, respecting experiences and emotions doesn't mean giving them full credence, or accepting 
them as a valid reason to reject the faith.
Now this might sound strange to some people, but as well as respect, we must have intolerance. 
Isn't it mean and uncharitable? 
But if we remember, respect means acknowledging that a person's experience, is the reason he thinks
the way he does, without ever accepting it as a valid or legitimate reason to reject the faith. 
It's about presuming someone is honest.
But intolerance is a different thing. 
To speak of tolerance and intolerance, we can do no better than to go listen to the great Archbishop 



Fulton Sheen.
In his book, Old Errors and New Labels, he spoke about the how the world actually NEEDS 
intolerance.
He defines tolerance as: 

“an attitude of reasoned patience toward evil and a forbearance that restrains us from 
showing anger or inflicting punishment.”

“Tolerance applies only to persons, but never to truth.  Intolerance applies only to truth, 
but never to persons.  Tolerance applies to the erring; intolerance to the error.” 

He goes further on to say that the United States is not afflicted with intolerance, as some people say, 
but tolerance, which is the indifference to truth and error because we have lost the ability to 
distinguish right and wrong. 
There are some minds that believe that intolerance is always wrong, because they make “intolerance”
mean hate, narrow-mindedness, and bigotry.  These same minds believe that tolerance is always right
because, for them, it means charity, broadmindedness, and American good nature.
St. Augustine tells us to hate the sin but love the sinner and that's what we, as Catholics, are called to
do.
So the key point is this: tolerance applies only to persons but never to truth, while intolerance applies
only to truth, but never to persons.
We tolerate people even when they're wrong, even when they are rude or objectionable, as long as 
there's a hope of evangelizing them. 
It is no good making the most perfect arguments known to man if no man ever knows them because 
we don't tolerate his presence and company.
Why? Because evangelization of PEOPLE is our purpose here. 
That's why we do what we do. 
But we NEVER tolerate error. 
We shouldn't tolerate un-truth, anti-truth, or partial truth because the Catholic faith is a matter of 
truth, not feelings, opinions or the notion truth can differ from person to person. 
Imagine if a teacher were “tolerant” of math errors in her students – never marking anything wrong 
even when it clearly was. This would lead to disaster.
Even if the student is never corrected by his teachers while he's in school, when he becomes adult 
and can't balance his checkbook or figure his taxes, he's in a world of hurt.
It's also that way with religious truth.
Intolerance must be shown to error but never to the people who hold it. 
The teacher should not dismiss a student who makes an error, mocking him and having nothing to do
with him but neither should she let his error persist.
But we must have intolerance for un-truth – that which is simply false, as well as anti-truth – that 
which actively seeks to damage and destroy the truth. 
But we must also have no tolerance for partial-truth.
What does this mean? 
Simply put, we can't soften a doctrine of the faith to make it more palatable. 



The goal of evangelization isn't simply a game of how many people we can get into the Church. 
Rather, it is about salvation which is accomplished through a genuine and full conversion to Christ.
If we de-emphasize or gloss over a doctrine, even if we do it to be tolerant and pleasant to someone... 
we have failed everyone. 
Us, the person we are evangelizing, and Christ.
We fail Christ because we don't proclaim Him, we fail the person because we aren't truly helping 
them, and we fail ourselves because we are embracing error for human respect. 
Only the truth can set someone free, and the truth is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth.
And we fail ourselves because, as St Paul says, “woe to me if I do not preach the Gospel.”
In proclaiming the new evangelization, it's vitally important that we proclaim the truth,  and that we 
proclaim it to people.
I'm Michael Miller. I'll see you next week on Baptize All Nations.


